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After a long and cold journey of 286 days, the Mars Climate Orbiter reached its destination on 23
September 1999. Rather than beginning its mission, however, the satellite disintegrated upon entering
the atmosphere because one software module made calculations in US customary units and fed them into
a second module that assumed metric units. Four years later, two halves of a large bridge being
constructed across the Rhine came together to connect Germany and Switzerland. To the surprise of the
engineers, there was a height difference of 54 cm (21 in) between the two sides: Different measurements
of sea level had been used (the North Sea vs. the Mediterranean Sea).

Measurement problems can (and do) occur — sometimes with disastrous consequences — as part of even
the most remarkable scientific endeavors, such as sending a satellite into space. We are in no different a
situation in psychology as we navigate the shifts in our research culture toward a more open and
rigorous science. So far, these shifts have largely ignored the topic of measurement, an unfortunate
situation because the quality of measurement is even more foundational than statistical practice. A high-
powered, perfectly parsimonious statistical model cannot save us from poor measurement.

In psychology, measurement is especially difficult because what we want to measure often does not
permit direct observation. We can directly observe the height of a person next to us on the bus, but we
often have little insight into latent, psychological attributes such as intelligence, extraversion, or
depression. Construct validation — showing that an instrument meant to measure a construct actually
measures the construct in question — is no easy task. Not only are psychological constructs difficult to
observe, they are also complex. It is relatively easy to settle on which sea should be the benchmark for
calculating height above sea level, but clearly defining intelligence, extraversion, or depression is
challenging. There are different ways to understand and measure these constructs because they
encompass different behaviors, perceptions, subjective experiences, environmental influences, and
biological predispositions.

This article highlights the neglect of psychological measurement, explains why this poses a serious and
underrecognized threat to the recent replicability efforts in psychological science, and concludes with
some suggestions on how to move forward.

The Problem: Neglected Measurement

To measure a psychological construct such as extraversion, psychologists often use questionnaires with
multiple items. Items are added up to a score, and it is assumed that this score represents a person’s
position on the construct. From “Paul has a high score on an extraversion scale,” we assume that Paul is
very extroverted. This inference is not a free psychometric lunch; evidence of validity[1] is needed to
support the claim. You want to have (1) a good theory supporting the items you include in your scale;
(2) a scale showing acceptable psychometric properties (e.g., reliability and dimensionality); and (3) a
scale related to other constructs in the ways hypothesized (e.g., convergent and discriminant validity)



that captures group differences or causal processes expected to exist. Only if your scale meets these
criteria can substantive inferences follow.

Unfortunately, evidence of validity is lacking in many areas of psychological research. As an example,
depression is assessed in more than 1,000 research studies per year and is used as an outcome, predictor,
moderator, or covariate across numerous disciplines (e.g., psychology, psychiatry, epidemiology). More
than 280 different scales for assessing depression severity have been developed and used in research in
the last century. Commonly used depression scales feature more than 50 different symptoms, and
content overlap among scales is low. For example, one third of the symptoms in the most cited scale —
the 20-item Center of Epidemiological Studies Depression scale (Radloff, 1977;  approximately 41,300
citations) — do not appear in any of the other most commonly used instruments. The result is that
different scales can lead to different conclusions, which has been documented many times in clinical
trials. For instance, a recent clinical trial queried patients on four different scales to examine whether full-
body hyperthermia was an efficacious depression treatment. The hyperthermia group showed significant
improvements over placebo on only one of the four scales. Unfortunately, the authors reported the three
null findings in the supplementary materials without mention in the paper. This is an important lesson:
Although comparing results of multiple measures offers more robust insights, it also opens the door to 
p-hacking, fishing, and other questionable research practices.

There is more. Major depression had one of the lowest interrater reliabilities of all mental disorders
assessed in the DSM-5 field trials, with a coefficient of 0.28, and depression scales in general are often
modeled without taking into account their multidimensionality and lack of temporal measurement
invariance. Similar to the case of the Orbiter, these theoretical and statistical measurement issues can
have drastic consequences, biasing conclusions of research studies and introducing error into inferences
— inferences that influence the real-world behavior of scientists and resource allocation in science.

Depression is not an isolated example of poor measurement practices in psychological research. Reviews
within specific domains cite similar issues (e.g., emotion; Weidman, Steckler, & Tracy, 2016), and our
recent work suggests that poor practices span topics and subdisciplines. In a systematic review of a
representative sample of 35 empirical articles published in the Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology in 2014, we identified 433 scales aimed to measure psychological constructs. Of these, about
half contained no citation to any validation study. For many scales, Cronbach’s alpha was the sole
psychometric property, and for one in five scales, no psychometric information whatsoever was
reported. Simplified, evidence of validity, in practice, forms a hierarchy: (1) none, (2) alpha only, (3) a
citation, presumably to another paper that contains validity evidence, and (4) more evidence, which
takes a variety of forms. Further, we saw signs of researcher degrees of freedom, similar to the
depression literature: Authors used multiple scales to measure one construct without justifying their use
of a particular scale. We also noted that scale modification (adding or removing items) was common, as
was combining multiple scales to a single index without a transparent rationale.

Poor Measurement Complicates Replications

Taking the results of these studies together, it is difficult to ignore the connection between poor
measurement practices and current discussions about replicability. For example, Monin, Sawyer, and
Marquez (2008) used a variety of scales in their study, which were also administered in the replication
study as a part of the “Reproducibility Project: Psychology.” However, the replication study identified



different factor solutions in the primary measures, indicating that different items formed different
factors. How are we to interpret the result of this study? Is it a theory failure, a replication failure, or a
measurement failure? Again, these questions hold broadly. For depression, for instance, the factor
structure of a given scale often differs across samples, across time in the same sample, and even in large
subsets of the same sample.

If a scale lacks validity or measures different constructs across samples, there is little benefit in
conducting replication studies. We must take a step back and discern how to define and measure the
variables of interest in the first place. In such cases, what we need are validity studies, not replication
studies. Our work to promote replicability in psychology will be stymied absent improving our
measurement practices. Making replications mainstream must go hand in hand with making
measurement theory mainstream.

Ways Forward

Norms are changing in psychology, and recent articles and publisher policies push psychological
scientists toward more rigorous and open practices. However, contributions focusing on the connection
between measurement and replicability remain scant. We therefore close with some nontechnical
suggestions that we hope will be relevant to researchers from all subdisciplines of psychology.

Clearly communicate the construct you aim to measure, how you define the construct, how you measure
it, and the source of the measure.

Provide a rationale when using a specific scale over others or when modifying a scale. If possible, use
multiple measures to demonstrate either robust evidence for a finding or the sensitivity of a finding to
particular scales.

Preregister your study. This counters selective reporting of favorable outcomes, exploratory
modifications of measures to obtain desired results, and overinterpretation of inconclusive findings
across measures.

Consider the measures you use in your research. What category of validity evidence (none, alpha,
citation, or more) would characterize them? If your measures fall into the first two categories, consider
conducting a validation study (examples are provided below). If you cannot do so, acknowledge
measurement as a limitation of your research.

Stop using Cronbach’s alpha as a sole source of validity evidence. Alpha’s considerable limitations
have been acknowledged and clearly described many times (e.g., Sijtsma, 2009). Alpha cannot stand
alone in describing a scale’s validity.

Take the above points into consideration when reviewing manuscripts for journals or when serving as an
editor. Ensure authors report the necessary information regarding the measurement so that readers can
evaluate and replicate the measurement in follow-up studies, and help change the measurement
standards of journals you work for.

We recognize that measurement research is difficult. Measurement requires both theoretical and



methodological expertise. Good psychometric practice cannot make up for a poorly defined construct,
and a well-defined construct cannot make up for poor psychometrics. For those reasons, it is hard to
come up with a few quick fixes to improve measurement. Instead, we recognize that many psychologists
may not have had training in validity theory or psychometrics and provide a list of resources for those
interested in learning more. These include a collection of seminal materials on measurement and
validation, as well as some accessible examples.

In closing, we want to share the screenshot of the Wikipedia article on Psychological Measurement (see
Figure 1), which auto-directs to the page for Psychological Evaluation.

We couldn’t agree more: Measurement deserves more attention.

Figure 1. This screenshot of the Wikipedia article on Psychological Measurement auto-directs to the
page for Psychological Evaluation.

The authors would like to thank Jolynn Pek, Ian Davidson, and Octavia Wong for their ongoing work in
forming some of the ideas presented here.

1 We acknowledge the old and ongoing philosophical debate about how to best define validity and
measurement in psychology. A detailed discussion of validity theory is beyond the scope of this article
and is described at length elsewhere (e.g., American Educational Research Association, American
Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 2014; Borsboom,
Mellenbergh, & van Heerden, 2004; Kane, 2013). Here, we discuss validity consistent with Loevinger’s
(1957) seminal work on construct validation.
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